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   Do you have a beautiful nature photo
to share?  Send to:
 Let’s Take a Hike 

   4253 Woodcock Lane 
 Dayton, Virginia 22821

letstakeahike@naturefriendmagazine.com
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“I see it!” said Michael, aiming his binoculars 
high in an oak tree with lots of leaves still 

hanging on.
A van loaded with gear and friends had left before 

daylight. We were on our way to Lancaster and Berks 
Counties in Pennsylvania, where several rare birds 
had recently been reported.

We arrived in good time, just as several other 
birders appeared—a young couple from Vermont, a 
photographer from Maryland, plus a local birder.

We were scattered along the street when Michael, 
standing next to me, first found the prize—a 
gorgeous Varied Thrush hopping from limb to limb. 
Then it flew a short distance into a large hackberry 
tree where we all got great looks at it. 

This bird from the Pacific Northwest is slightly 
smaller than our well-known American Robin, has 
a shorter tail that’s pumped somewhat like a Hermit 
Thrush, and has a potbelly, with boldly patterned 
wings, head, and breast. It’s hard to miss when in the 
open like it was today.

This was a life bird for several of our group.
A small park nearby with some unfrozen marshy 

areas gave us our next target bird, a calling Virginia 
Rail. We found numerous other waterfowl on open 
water nearby.

Several more miles down the road, a Barnacle 
Goose had been reported recently. We searched for at 
least two hours for this rare goose, but couldn’t find it 
today.

Our next stop was Peace Valley Park, where we 
searched a large lake with numerous waterfowl 
species and five species of gulls. Our target was 
Lesser Black-backed Gull. But the real surprise was 
an Iceland Gull, which we hadn’t known about. It 
is a very white bird with silver-tipped wings that 
appeared translucent. 

The last special birds for the day were two Sandhill 
Cranes in a mowed field next to a small lake. 

It had been a long cold day, but seeing so many 
prize birds was worth it, especially for those who got 
to record new species on their life lists.

Winter Beauties
by Aden Troyer

F o r  Z e i s s ,  V o r t e x ,  a n d  C e l e s t r o n  b i n o c u l a r s  o r  s p o t t i n g  s c o p e s ,  c a l l  K e v i n  1 - 5 4 0 - 8 6 7 - 0 7 6 4 .
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Scavenger
Hunt

If you have subscribed for the Study Guide edition, the Study Guide 
is in the center portion of this magazine and has the following contents:
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FRONT COVER:
A male Eastern 

Bluebird among cherry 
blossoms.

© Steve Byland
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BACK COVER:
Gray wolf
“Ready or not...HERE I COME!!”
Lydia Howard, Burlington, CT

Spring peepers are starting 
to cheer the nighttime, as they 
“peep, peep, peep” from the 
ponds and puddles. See how 
many you can spy before they 
hop off the page. On this page 
you can see what one looks 
like. So get your binoculars 
(or magnifying glass) and start 
searching!

I See It! 
from February

Page 13

What a fun contest—the birdhouse 
building contest! You can see some of 
the beautiful work on pages 24-27. 

Just this evening, after all the 
tough decisions were made and 
the pages designed, we discovered 
some birdhouse submissions we 

had overlooked. Back to the design board we went, as one more 
submission needed to be added to the honorable mentions. 

I decided to make space by putting the bat barn honorable mention 
on this page. Bats aren’t birds, but I did mention a bat barn was an 
acceptable submission. Jethro did a beautiful job with this cedar roost. 

In the “Nature Friendly Gardening” article in the February Study 
Guide, we gave rules for another contest—a flower bed contest. If you 
were not subscribed to that Study Guide, you may order it as a back 
issue ($4) to get those rules. 1-540-867-0764.

Another craft-related contest is being considered. I expect to 
announce it somewhere in the magazine or study guide, either this 
month or next. I’ll see where it fits in. Watch for it.

Jethro Wengerd, Perrinton, MI

Page 8 Page 13

Page 24, x 2
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“Come on, sleepyhead!” called my sister 
one beautiful spring morning. The sun 

was streaming in through the windowpanes, and 
somewhere out in the trees I could hear a robin 
chirping merrily. As I opened the window, I saw 
how green and beautiful the backyard looked, with 
its huge oak trees spreading their crooked branches 
and whispering to each other.

“I told you to hurry up,” my sister shouted from 
the living room again. “You’ll miss it!” 

“Miss what?” I yelled back, not wanting to miss 
anything.

“Just come and you’ll see.” It was my brother this 
time. 

I tiptoed quietly into the living room where my 
sisters and brother crowded around the window. 

“See the little bird on that flowerpot?”
I looked more closely, and saw a dainty little bird. 

It was popping in and out carrying something like 
a little bug in its beak. I was surprised to see it drop 
the little critter it was carrying into the pot. Why 
would it want to drop its breakfast into the pot? 

We were all starting to get interested in this funny 
little creature. We quickly grabbed field guides and 
started to flip the pages frantically.

 Finally my sister found a picture with a bird that 
looked exactly like the one we were seeing. Its back 
was a soft, beautiful reddish brown, and its curious 
little eyes each had a long white eye stripe. It was a 
Bewick’s Wren. Suddenly it flew away and startled us.

by Katherine Hawk, Boerne, TX

A Pot A Pot ofof  
PinksPinks

Several times throughout the day we paused what 
we were doing to look at it. In the evening after I 
had finished the day’s schoolwork and helped with 
the dishes, I called my sister to the living room. As I 
strained to get a good look at the pot, I saw the little 
wren on it, and next to it stood another little wren 
exactly like it.

P  
“They’re making a nest!” yelled my sister the next 

morning. 
My dad laughed. “Makrina,” he said, “every 

little bird you see sitting somewhere, you think is 
making a nest. Well, that’s probably not the case. 
And don’t scream like that. Now come and eat your 
breakfast.” 

Every day the wrens would come and bring with 
them moss or twigs or leaves. So my sister was 
right after all! They were making a nest! The plant 
which they built it on kept getting dryer and dryer, 
even though we watered it every day. The nest kept 
getting thicker and thicker until it was like a little 
cave formed by twigs and moss.

A couple of days later, one of the wrens alighted 
on the pot and dropped a small bug into the cave-
like mess. Then he sat and, puffing out his beautiful 
cream-colored breast, started pouring out a lovely 
song. He sang and sang and sang and sang. He sang 
until my dad came home and the car frightened 
him away. 

Dad walked into the house and was surprised 
to see a bunch of children jumping up and down. 
“Please, Dad, can you go and see what is the matter 
with that nest?” my brother begged.

“Oh, all right,” Dad said with a sigh. But from the 
twinkle in his eye, I could tell that he was interested 
in the birds too.

My dad went out and took a picture of the cave. 
He came back in smiling. He held out his phone so 
everyone could see the picture. What we saw were 
four beautiful little white eggs and a pretty little 
wren sitting on them asleep.  
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and down one after the other. The 
eggs had finally hatched! 

Every day we watched the busy 
parents feed the noisy little ones. If we 
got too close on the porch, the female 
would fly to a nearby tree and scold. 
She would let out a hollow “Jip, jip, 
jip.” Sometimes we would watch her as 
she sat curled up against the branches 
of the little cottonwood tree, chirping 
and chattering merrily to herself.

The elder wrens had torn down 
the top of the nest, and it no longer 
looked like a cave. We could almost 
see the little ones inside, flapping and 
flopping their tiny wings. Slowly they 
got some fuzzy down, and then, even 
more slowly, they started growing 
feathers.

One day in April I thought I’d get 
a close look at the nest—if the older wrens weren’t 
there, of course. But my sister beat me to the door.

“What are you doing?” she asked me. “Did you 
forget about the wrens? You’ll scare them. Let’s 
watch them from the window!” 

Then from the living room my brother called us. I 
ran to see what the matter was. Apparently, he had 
seen the babies flapping and flopping again. Their 
feathered bodies weren’t pink now. I plopped down 
on the couch to see what would happen. 

I held my breath as I saw one of them climb onto 
the rim of the pot. It started to flap its wings slowly, 
then more quickly. It flapped and flapped, up and 
down, up and down. Then slowly it half-glided, 
half-flew into the neighboring bushes. Then the 
next one hopped onto the rim and started flapping 
its tiny wings. Then that one, too, glided into the 
shrub. So did the next, and the next.... 

Over the next few weeks, we kept seeing a couple 
of Bewick’s Wrens in our backyard. I hope they 
come back next year.

7

We were all excited! It was probably the only wren 
nest in our yard, because the average size territory 
per pair is five to five and a half acres. Before we 
moved to Texas, we lived in Greece, and it was quite 
difficult to find a bird nest there in the city.

We watched the male feed the female every day. 
We heard them chattering and chirping as if they 
were telling each other how hot the day was and 
how long it was taking the eggs to hatch. Their 
sweet, golden song woke us each morning. Every 
day the weather grew warmer. Every day we grew 
more impatient. When would those eggs hatch?

About two weeks later, at the breakfast table, I 
thought I heard unusually loud chirping. Later in 
the day my mom observed that the chirping was 
coming from outside the living room window. The 
two wrens were probably talking to each other. I 
wondered if they were as impatient as we were. 
However, as we walked to the living room window, 
we saw something that made us “dance on our 
heads.” We saw five little pink heads popping up 
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Flower Bed Contest - Deadline Nov. 15, 2020
The flower bed contest was announced in the February 2020 Study Guide. It was built 

on the “Nature-friendly Gardening” article, “Easy-to-grow Fun Flowers.” To get the 
complete rules for participating in this contest, please refer to your February 2020 Study 
Guide. If you were not subscribed to that issue, please order the Study Guide. They are $4 
with shipping. Call 1-540-867-0764, or mail an order to Nature Friend, 4253 Woodcock 
Lane, Dayton, VA 22821. 

Submit entries to Flower Bed Contest, 4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821. 
E-mail to flowerbedcontest@naturefriendmagazine.com

The annual story contest consists of four age 
brackets, 6-8, 9-11, 12-14, and 15-17. Tell us a fun, 
true nature story. Submit stories to Story Contest, 
Nature Friend, 4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 
22821. 
E-mail to storycontest@naturefriendmagazine.com

May Story Contest 

Deadline Feb. 15, 2021

We need all aspects of the magazine—photos, 
stories, articles, art lessons, puzzles, poems—we 
need it all. Send to Readers’ Issue, Nature Friend, 
4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821. 
E-mail to readersissue@naturefriendmagazine.com

Readers’ Issue 

Deadline Feb. 15, 2021

Flower Planter Contest - Deadline Nov. 15, 2020
We are looking for craft projects that construct a flower planter. The project 

must include a “Learning By Doing” lesson teaching others how to build the 
planter. High resolution digital photos required. We recognize planters may 
benefit from some purchased components. We allow for that, but in the context of a 
project you construct. Parents may help. Use tools safely.

Send submissions to Flower Planter Contest, Nature Friend, 4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, 
VA 22821. E-mail to plantercontest@naturefriendmagazine.com.

Nature’s Workshop Plus
$50, $25, and $15 certificates

Nature lovers love Nature’s Workshop Plus. To order a catalog: 

    1-888-393-5663           www.workshopplus.com

Nature’s Workshop Plus, PO Box 425, Danville, IN 46122

$50, $25, and $15 certificates
Are you always looking for more good books? Explore a wide selection of 
storybooks at www.clp.org or call 1-800-776-0478 for a free book catalog.

Story Contest

& Readers’ Is
sue 

Awards

Nature Friend Awards
Two winners will be chosen to receive either a binocular, 

microscope, or telescope (their choice). If the winner prefers a 
model other than the one we offer, we will give up to a  $150 
credit toward the purchase of a different in-stock model from 
Nature Friend. Optics will only ship to USA addresses. 

Unannounced awards will also be given. 

All contests will 
include awards.
Some awards still 
to be decided.



Esther Jones, Ava, MO
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How to submit your art and poems. Use black ink, dark pencil, colored pencils, or paints on clean, unlined paper, and do not fold drawing. Send to Pictures and Poems, 
4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821, or, scan at resolution of 300 and e-mail to picturesandpoems@naturefriendmagazine.com. Include your name and address. If 
you want your work returned (whether we use it or not), please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Space is limited, so it is not possible to publish every submission.

The Seasons
When bluish Winter falls upon the Earth,
And the cold wind blows,
We long for a breath of spring
To warm our toes.
 
When the joyous Spring settles upon us,
And the early flowers bloom,
We know that this season is pleasant,
But we hope that summer comes soon.
 
When Summer flies in from the south,
Bringing marvelous shades of green, 
We love the vigorous warmth,
But secretly hope for a cooler sheen.
 
When Autumn visits us,
 With radiant colors to bring to us,
The Autumn is beautiful, 
But we yearn for warmth to come to us.
 
So take what is given to you,
In the circle of the seasons.

  Marica Hoyt, Clifton, NJ

Stephen Stoltzfus, Blain, PA Mark Brueggemann, Independence, KY Timara Banman, Cottom, ON



by Rebecca Martin

A.
Q.Wildlife Wondernose Question #211

What animal has black and white stripes
 across its nose?

 Not all animals with white stripes 
are skunks, Wondernose! The skunks 

you see around home have a white 
stripe straight down the nose, don’t they? Well, 
our mystery animal has a broad black and white 
stripe over its nose and across the cheeks. The rest 
of its body is dark gray except for a light-colored 
underside. Besides having a different color from 
a skunk, this animal is also larger—2 feet (60 cm) 
long and weighing as much as 20 pounds (9 kg).

These rodents don’t live around here, 
                             . They’re natives of the South 

American plains. And they can really dig! Their 
homes are intricate mazes of burrows, with lots of 
different entrances. These rodents live in colonies, 
you see. Their long tunnels and burrows are like an 
underground town, with dwelling places for several 

M A R C H  2 0 2 0M A R C H  2 0 2 0  N A T U R E  F R I E N D10 

families. Some of their burrows have been in use for 
centuries! 

Makes you think of prairie dogs, doesn’t it, 
                               ? But as I said, this animal is 

definitely a South American native. The pampas, 
or plains, of Argentina and Peru are home to our 
mystery rodent.

These animals are excellent housekeepers. Their 
tunnels are not cluttered with refuse. They carry 
all their trash outdoors, building mounds near 
the entrance. And then, guess what! They like to 
decorate these mounds with any curious object they 
can find. If you were to lose your watch during a 
walk on the pampas, chances are it would end up 
adorning one of these mounds.

What do these rodents eat? Plants. By that I mean 
stems, roots, and seeds of anything growing on 

In Pennsylvania Dutch (a language spoken by many 

of our readers) the term “gvunanaws” (wondernose) 

is used to describe someone who is curious about 

everything around him. WONDERNOSE asks lots 

of questions to satisfy his or her curiosity. After all, 

that’s a good way to learn, isn’t it?

WONDERNOSE

WONDERNOSE
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the pampas. So you can imagine that farmers do 
not like our mystery rodent. Farmers have tried 
different methods of getting rid of these pests.

The thing is, our animal has no natural enemies. 
Years ago, pumas used to prowl the pampas, and 
they were happy to have these morsels for dinner. 
Today, only people are trying to kill these rodents. 

I found it interesting that these rodents are 
good-natured enough to let other animals live in 
their burrows with them. Lizards, owls, snakes, 
and skunks are all welcome. It seems our mystery 
animal is quite sociable. Members of the different 
colonies will travel around visiting each other. They 
communicate with a variety of grunts and squeals.

You’re wondering whether this rodent’s fur is 
valuable? Maybe you are thinking of chinchillas, 

                             . Chinchillas also live in South 

America, and their soft blue-gray fur certainly is 
valuable. Or at least it used to be in the days when 
people liked to wear chinchilla coats.

But, no, our mystery rodent has long coarse fur. 
However, I should tell you that another species 
of this animal is sometimes called the “mountain 
chinchilla.” This variety lives only in the Andes 
mountains, from Peru to Argentina. In appearance 
they’re like a long-tailed rabbit, though the ears 

aren’t as long as a rabbit’s. These mountain dwellers 
do not have the powerful digging forepaws of the 
plains-dwellers. They make their homes among the 
rocks, in crannies and crevices. They also live in 
colonies, with up to eighty animals belonging to a 
single clan.

While the plains variety is mostly out at night, 
the mountain variety is a daytime animal. Guess 
what they do most of the day. They lie on the rocks, 
basking in the sun. But they can move fast, too. 
Their long rabbit-like hind legs leap easily over the 
boulders.

I’d told you that the plains variety has no natural 
enemies. That’s not the case with the mountain-
dwellers. The Andean fox hunts them constantly. 
Furthermore, the local people catch them for food, 
and their soft hair is used to make yarn. So it comes 

as no surprise that the mountain variety 
is closer to extinction than the plains-
dwellers. Any horseman whose mount 
has injured a leg by stepping into a 
burrow would probably wish they were 
extinct.

Do you feel at a loss in guessing this 
animal’s name,                                   ? 
Well, I’ll simply tell you, because the 
name may not be familiar at all—
viscacha. The mountain viscacha is 
the one that is occasionally called the 
“mountain chinchilla.” At 12 inches (30 
cm) long, they are a lot smaller than the 
plains viscacha, but a little larger than 

true chinchillas. A chinchilla’s tail is squirrel-like, 
whereas the viscacha’s is straight and stiff, serving as 
a good prop when the rodent wants to sit upright.

All in all, the plains viscacha is a very odd-looking 
animal. Its massive, blunt-nosed head seems rather  
big for the rest of its body. The black and white 
stripes across the cheeks look like a mask. And the 
hind legs seem too long. One writer has called the 
plains viscacha “a collection of mismatched parts”!

WONDERNOSE

WONDERNOSE
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Victor Braun, Waterville, NS
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We invite you to submit your nature photos 
(digital file preferred) to:  Creation Close-ups, 
4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821 or 

CreationCloseups@NatureFriendMagazine.com. Ian TenHaken, 14, Galloway, OH

Anna Martin, 13, Birnamwood, WI

Nate Carlen, 14, Chewelah, WA

Micah Grant, 17, Hicksville, OH

Marcus Martin, 16, Butler, OH



Do you have a nature experience you want 
to share, a question you’d like to ask, or a 
thought you want to share about something 
in Nature Friend? We want to hear from 
you! Write to: The Mailbox, 4253 Woodcock 
Lane, Dayton, VA 22821, or e-mail to
Mailbox@NatureFriendMagazine.com.

  Favorite recipes for 

C  amp & C abin C ookin’
  ...seasoned with a pinch of story

C&CC is also a monthly feature in the Study Guide.

To add Study Guides to your subscription or order books:

Call 1-877-434-0765

Cookbook: $14.99 + 4.99 s/h. VA sales add 5.3% tax.

• Most recipes shown in 
photos.

• A few treats for feathered 
friends.

• Seasoned with a pinch 
of story.

• Four years' worth of recipes.

• For fun, in the book we hid 
the ingredients to churn 
a batch of homemade 
strawberry ice cream—six 
eggs, measuring spoon of 
vanilla, strawberry, bag of 
sugar, a milk cow, and a 
nostalgic cream can.

Goldeneye Behaviour

Dear Nature Friend,
The other day (in December) I was 

watching this odd behavior by the 
Common Goldeneyes. They were 
swimming around, but, unlike the 
other ducks, their necks were fully 
submerged under water. Could you 
explain why they do this? Is it a 
normal occurrence? Thank you.

Phin Rouland, Saratoga, CA
Dear Phin,

I believe you were seeing courtship 
behavior. The male puts on quite a 
display, and the female responds by 
lowering her head and stretching 
forward. They do this from early 
December through April.

Nature Friend

Beach Discovery
Dear Nature Friend, 

We saw this sand dollar while 
walking down the beach in Alabama, 
and having never seen one before, 
I just had to snap a photo. Is it still 
a baby sand dollar or full grown? It 
didn’t seem very big so we assumed it 
was still growing. Thanks!

Eva Ziger, Pocahontas, AR

Dear Eva,
This is actually a brittle star instead 

of a sand dollar. It is related to starfish. 
You could use your discovery and photo 
as a basis for doing some research and 
writing a story for the May or June 
issues. See page 8 for instructions.

Nightjars
Dear Nature Friend, 

I read your January 2020 issue 
and came upon the raptor word 
search which was a lot of fun. 

But I noticed the scribe had listed a 
Lesser Nighthawk with the rest of the 
raptors. 

The Lesser Nighthawk is actually 
in the nightjar family, sometimes 
referred to as a goatsucker. This 
family is not related to the raptors, 
rather a family that includes Eastern 
Whip-poor-wills, and Chuck-will’s-
widows. 

The name goatsucker comes from 
the old fable that the birds milk 
goats. This arose because of the bird’s 
wide soft mouths and because they 
feed at twilight near grazing animals. 
The name nightjar comes from the 
birds habit of flying at night and their 
jarring cries.

Caleb Wenger, Tunas, MO

I Like the 
Nighttime Sky...

Dear Nature Friend, 
One time my sister and 

I were outside watching 
the stars and we heard an 
Eastern Screech-Owl. I 
called to it and it answered 
me back. 

I really like Nature 
Friend, and I especially 
like the “In Our Skies” 
part. I enjoy hearing about 
the different events in the 
sky.

Christian Martin 
East Berlin, PA
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One bright morning when I was hanging out the 
laundry, I was thrilled to hear the lovely song 

of a bluebird. I looked around and, sure enough, 
there on top of the bluebird house was a bright male 
bluebird. The bluebirds had come at last!

That afternoon my brother pounded a garden post 
into the ground, then nailed a pie plate on top. We 
would put mealworms in the pie plate every morning 
and evening. When we whistled for the birds, they 
were always around, ready to eat.

Soon they began building their nest. Of course, 
everyone was excited. We kept checking every day, 
hoping to find an egg.

Then one day my brother came into the kitchen 
and said, “There’s a white egg in the nest!” 

A white egg? That didn’t make any sense. But he 
wasn’t easily worried. He said he once read that five 
percent of the bluebirds in the United States lay 
white eggs. So we were one of the few who had those 
bluebirds.

Meanwhile, the female bluebird kept on laying. 
Every day there was another egg, until there were five 

eggs in the nest. Five white eggs.
Days went by. Still no bluebirds except the parents. 

We kept on feeding them, and they kept on coming.
Then almost two weeks later I looked in and saw 

four eggs and one tiny baby bluebird. One of the eggs 
had hatched!

Very soon there were five baby bluebirds in the 
nest. We started putting out mealworms at noon, 
also, because the parents wanted to feed their babies, 
too.

And how the babies grew! Soon they were almost 
too big to fit in that small bluebird house!

Then once when I looked in, it seemed emptier 
than usual. Yes, there were only four baby bluebirds 
in there.

One by one they flew. Soon the nest was empty. 
But we continued feeding them, and they continued 
coming. Altogether there were seven bluebirds to 
feed.

Almost a week ago they built another nest. This 
time she laid only three eggs. But what fun it will be 
to have three more bluebirds around.

Annie Glick, 11, Quarryville, PA

Our Summer 
with the BlueBirds
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a Pumpkinseed from November

15

Tiffany Fox, 10
Arcade, NY

Marcia Schrock, 13
Gap Mills, WV

Marla Zimmerman, 12
Plymouth, OH

Rosalie Wood, 14
Freetown, PEI

Micah Beery, 10
West Manchester, OH

Eli Lapp, 9
Myerstown, PA

Glen Martin, 8
Tippecanoe, IN

Melissa Shirk, 15
Shiloh, OH

Sara Edvardsson, 9
Redwood City, CA

Justin Yoder, 9
Marion, KY

Caitlin Hess
Alto, MI

Sadie Scott, 10
Spokane, WA

Noelle Stodden, 14
Trilla, IL

Jeffrey Troyer, 7
Holmesville, OH

Brant Drayer, 12
Sanger, TX

Derek Hoover, 10
Lititz, PA

Jordan Auker, 11
Harrison, AR

Fentress Kauffman, 14
Weldon, IA

Amos Mark Lapp, 10
Lykens, PA

Karlee Van Wingerden, 5
Sunnyside, WA

Melanie Sensenig, 7
Shippensburg, PA

Kimberly Strite, 10
Clearville, PA

Marcus Sheffel, 4
Jackson, KY

Luke Amstutz, 9
Athens, WI

Naomi Troyer, 12
Munfordville, KY

Tayden Yoder, 8
Hutchinson, KS
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On sketch paper, begin with a 3” 
vertical line. Then place 2“ horizontal 
lines at 1” intervals. Use these lines to 
draw your oval on which to build the 
lion’s face. Then add ears and mane.
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an African Lion

you will Need:
4 Brushes: ¾" flat,        

#3 round, #1 detail
4 Canvas (I used 

11”x14”)
4 Graphite paper

4 Acrylic paints: Black, 
white, yellow ochre, 
blue, red, brown

4 Oil paints: Black, 
white, yellow, blue, 
red, burnt umber

You may purchase art supplies from Nature Friend, 1-540-867-9516.by Michelle Beidler

If your colored paper is too heavy to transfer the 
sketch by tracing on a window, you can use graphite 
paper. You can make your own graphite paper by 
scribbling on the reverse side of your sketch. Then 
when you turn the paper right side up and trace 
along the lines of your sketch, your drawing will be 
transferred.

A Prismacolor pencil could work to color the 
white areas of the lion’s face, but laying in these 
areas with acrylic paint speeds up the process. Use 
long flowing strokes that follow the direction of hair 
growth, and taper at the outside edges of the mane.

Next paint in the areas 
of dark brown. Again, 
use long flowing strokes 
for the mane. Keep your 
strokes light. It’s easier 
to add more paint where 
needed than to remove 
paint. Be sure to leave 
catchlights in the lion’s 
eyes.

1

2

3

4
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The March drawings will be featured in the July issue. Please send your drawing by April 15.

We invite you to send your completed drawing to us. Label it with your name, age, address, and subscriber renewal code (on mailing label) if 
you can. Send to You Can Draw a Lion, 4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, Virginia 22821. If you would like it returned, include a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. Or, you may scan art at a resolution of 300 and e-mail as  a jpeg attachment to: youcandraw@naturefriendmagazine.com. Name 
the file: Lion-child’s name-age-city-state. We will select from all age groups, approximately 26 drawings for printing. 

Use brown, yellow ochre, and white Prismacolors for detailing. 
On the mane use long sweeping strokes, and, for the face, 
use short well-blended ones. Last of all, with a sharp white 
Prismacolor, add whiskers.

What is it about the lion that 
has for centuries captured the 
imagination? His hunting prowess 
makes him either the hero or villian 
of many stories. His magnificent 
mane, along with his strength, 
agility, and intelligence, has earned 
him the title of “King of Beasts” 

Without natural enemies, adult 
lions roam the African grasslands 
preying on zebras, buffalo, giraffes, 
and other grazing animals. As a 
general rule, lions avoid people. 
Occasionally, though, a lion 
becomes a man-eater, sparking 
terror and tragedy until he can be 
hunted down and killed.

Every two years, the lionesses 
leave the family group (pride) to 
give birth to one to four cubs. Blind 
at birth, cubs will be walking in 
three weeks and ready to join the 
pride in six weeks. The cubs will 
remain dependent on the pride 
until they are two years old. Upon 
reaching adulthood, the lion will, 
on average, live for another twelve 
years. 

5
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1.   What flower has a fetid odor like rotting meat?
• Wild ginger, go to #5
• Poison hemlock, look at #28
• Wild geranium, check out #10

2.   No, go back to #8
3.   Try again, go back to #11
4.   Wrong. These bloom in the late afternoon.
5.   Good guess! Did you know some people cook 

the roots in sugar water and use in place of           
real ginger? Now go to #8.

6.   What flower can grow up to eight feet tall?
• Milkweed, find #36
• Common mullein, check #47
• Queen Anne’s lace, look at #20

7.   That was easy, right? Now find #37.
8.   Which of these is a member of the daffodil family?

• White blue-eyed grass, find #2
• Yellow stargrass, go to #14
• Blue-eyed grass, see #29

9.    Bad guess. Return to #30.
10.  Wrong. Back to #1.

11.  Which flower blooms earliest?
• Spring beauty, go to #19
• Tall buttercup, check #3
• Field bindweed, try #35

12.  Try again. Go back to #26.
13.  Incorrect. Find #24 again.
14.  Correct! Now find #24.
15.  Which of these has heart-shaped leaves?

• White campion, try #22
• Wild bergamot, see #46
• Yellow wood sorrel, find #31

16.  Incorrect. Go back to #33.
17.  Correct. Now find #41.
18.  Incorrect. This violet is purple. Back to #44.
19.  That’s right! Now check out #26.
20.  Wrong. Go back to #6.
21.  No, go back to #44.
22.  Wrong. Return to #15.
23.  Bad guess! Return to #33.
24.  Which flower opens only briefly in the 

morning?

by Joanna Hoover, 15, Ionia, IA

Wildflower 
                          Quiz
Wildflower Wildflower 
                                                    QuizQuiz
Wildflower 
                          Quiz



• Evening primrose, see #4
• Flower-of-an-hour, find #27
• White water lily, see #13

25.  Good guess! Now head to #15.
26.  Algonquian Indians made red dye out of this 

flower’s root.
• Bloodroot, find #7
• Orange daylily, #45
• Pinkweed, find #12

27.  Correct! The name gives it away! Now go to #6.
28.  Sorry, you’re wrong. Go back to #1.
29.  No, go back to #8.
30.  Which flower has a single dark red flower in the 

center of it?
• Velvetleaf, find #9
• Common yarrow, see #42
• Queen Anne’s lace, go to #17

31.  That’s right. Now head to #30.
32.  Correct! Now go on to #33.
33.  You will find this delightful purple flower with 

a yellow center growing in open woods and      
clearings.

• Virginia bluebells, find #23
• Common blue violet, go to #16
• Blue wood aster, check out #40

34  Wrong. Return to #41.
35.  No. Return to #11.
36.  No, milkweed grows only up to 6 ft. 

Go back to #6.
37.  Which flower is not in the daisy family?

• Cup plant, find #43
• Black-eyed Susan, find #39
• Common buttercup, see #25

38.  No, return to #41.
39.  Incorrect. The Black-eyed Susan is in the daisy 

family.  
40.  Good guess. Now go to #11.
41.  What is Iowa’s state flower?

• Wild rose, find #48
• Common sunflower, see #34
• Tall goldenrod, check #38

Even Grandparents Even Grandparents 
 enjoy Nature Friend enjoy Nature Friend
A gift A gift 
subscription subscription 
to them will to them will 
be a delight.be a delight.
Try it.Try it.

Save $3.00Save $3.00  
w/coupon code w/coupon code 

CM2013CM2013

1-877-434-07651-877-434-0765
www.NatureFriendMagazine.comwww.NatureFriendMagazine.com

42.  No, go back to #30.
43.  Wrong. The cup plant is in the daisy family. 

Return to #37.
44.  Which violet is white?

• Prairie violet, see #18
• Arrow-leaved violet, see #21
• Lanceleaf violet, see #32

45.  No, return to #26.
46.  Bad guess. Return to #15.
47.  Correct! That’s pretty tall for a flower! 

Now find #44.
48.  That’s right. If you got most of them right, you 

must like identifying flowers.
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From a caverns tour the editor’s family took this morning.From a caverns tour the editor’s family took this morning.  
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Annual
Hardbound Volumes of 

Nature Friend

The whole family, including grandparents, will 
get many years of enjoyment from these books. 

Twelve Nature Friend magazines and twelve Study 
Guides Smythe-sewn to lie open flat. Laminated 
cover. 480 pages. 

Limited edition. Approximately 50 copies. 

$69, plus shipping/handling
 1st book s/h: $13.85. 
 Additional books add $1 per book. 
 Virginia sales add 5.3% tax.

To order phone:

1-877-434-0765
To order by mail: 

Nature Friend Orders
4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821

2018 2017 (~25 left)

2015 (~10 left) 2013 
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We invite you to submit your caption for this photograph. 
The photograph will be used on the back of the July issue, 
along with our choice of a caption or captions.

We appreciate your following these rules for submissions:
Please submit a postcard, not in an envelope, addressed to: 

Caption This Otter, 4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 
22821, or e-mail to captionthis@naturefriendmagazine.
com. Mention “Otter” in subject line. Include your name 
and address.

Reply by April 15, 2020.

Where are your manners?

Caption This

21

• Look for first spring flowers—spring beauty, 
sweet white violet, hepatica, bloodroot, trailing 
arbutus, and skunk cabbage, to name a few. 

• Bears are coming out of “hibernation” (torpor).

• Listen early in the morning for gobblin' gobblers.

• Watch a nighttime grunion run. Around new 
and full moon, at night after high tide, grunion 
actually leave the water to lay eggs on sandy 
beaches. Herons and other birds eagerly devour 
many of them. 

• Make maple syrup.

• Look for shed antlers.

• Ruffed Grouse may be heard drumming. 

• Sharp-tailed Grouse display on leks. 

• A super bloom of wildflowers in western deserts 
can occur when weather conditions are perfect. 
This happens every ten years or so. 

Spring

Feb. 23 Mar. 24

Minimal Moon Light Pollution for Favorable Deep Sky Telescopic Viewing

Mar. 9

Dark morning skies              -3 to +3              Dark evening skies
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When Job was sick, God asked him to 
consider Orion. It’s not much of a surprise 

that He did, since it’s an easily recognizable 
constellation filled with amazing deep sky objects. 
We can still see the constellation today. During 
this time of the year, it’s high in the south just after 
sunset. 

The brightest nebula in the northern celestial 

sphere, and my personal favorite winter sky object, 
is the Orion Nebula within the constellation 
Orion. A telescope isn’t necessary to get a view 
of it; binoculars can reveal its wispy glow. Some 
can even see a tiny wisp of the nebulosity without 
optical aid. The only way to accomplish this is to 
have a moonless, and exceptionally dark, night sky. 

An easy way to find the nebula is to look for the 

Photo and article by Morris Yoder
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The Orion Nebula
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three bright stars of Orion’s belt; then look just 
below that to the sword hanging from his belt. It 
consists of another dimmer and shorter alignment 
of three stars. The central “star” in the sword is 
actually a grouping of stars and the shining gas of 
the Orion Nebula. 

A large-aperture telescope offers the best view, 
showing tendrils of gas glowing in the ultraviolet 
light from nearby stars. This gas twists across 
trillions of miles of space. The ethereal light 
from the gases excited by UV radiation is unlike 
anything we commonly see on Earth. Photographs 
show stunning red and blue colors that reveal the 
differing types of gases within the cloud. 

Unfortunately, the brilliant colors are not visible 
to the eye when looking through a telescope. The 
red color comes from wavelengths of light that our 
eyes can’t detect (H-alpha), and the other colors are 
too dim to activate the color-detecting cone cells in 
our eyes. Through a large backyard telescope you 
might be able to see some of the blue/green hue in 
the area surrounding the heart of the nebula.

In the midst of the brightest part of the nebula, 
there’s a tight cluster of four bright stars named the 
Trapezium. On a night of good seeing, you may be 
able to see another star or two in the group.

The nebula is huge, approximately 24 light years 
across. It’s about 1300 light years distant. If it were 
as close to us as the brightest star in the night sky, 
Sirius (to the lower left of the constellation Orion), 
it would be big enough to stretch from the horizon 
all the way up overhead just past the zenith (the 
point directly overhead).

This masterpiece of God’s creation draws us to 
“Seek him that maketh the seven stars and Orion… 
the Lord is His name” (Amos 5:8).

Orion Nebula Image: Stack of 40 four-minute, and 
44 four-second exposures. Taken with a 10” Imaging 
Newtonian and true-color QHY186C camera.

During the last half of March, all the bright 
planets except Venus will be visible 

before dawn in the eastern or southeastern sky 
(northeastern sky for locations in the Southern 
Hemisphere). Mercury always lies near the Sun, so 
it will rise shortly before sunrise; but Mars, Jupiter, 
and Saturn will be high in the sky before sunrise. 

The Moon will join this grouping of planets for a 
few days around March 18. On the morning of the 
18th, the Moon, Mars, and Jupiter will all be within 
2° of each other. Two mornings later, on the 20th, 
Mars will pass about 40 arcminutes from Jupiter. (In 
comparison, the Moon’s apparent diameter is about 
30 arcminutes.) Mars will continue to move east, 
and on the morning of March 31, it will pass just 
under 1° (60 arcminutes) from Saturn.

Venus is currently on the opposite side of the sky, 
lying high in the west after sunset. On the evening 
of April 3, Venus will pass in front of the Pleiades 
star cluster, offering a great opportunity to view the 
planet and star cluster in the same field of view with 
a binocular or telescope.

The Lyrid meteor shower will peak on the night 
of April 21–22, marking the end of a several-month 
period with no significant meteor showers. Like 
most other meteor showers, the Lyrid shower 
produces the strongest meteor activity in the 
early morning hours. The Lyrid shower typically 
produces peak rates of 15–20 meteors per hour. 
This year, the Lyrid peak comes just one day before 
New Moon, so moonlight will not interfere with 
observing the shower.

In Our Skies
by Shaphan Shank



Birdhouse Contest - the results are in...
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That was fun! There was some really stiff 
competition. Decisions were challenging! 

We decided to add some categories for winners. 
Beyond the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place that was 
announced, we are adding a grand prize, as well as 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place for decorative birdhouses, 

plus ten honorable mentions (one on page 4). 
Congratulations to all the winners, and a BIG 

THANK YOU to all who participated. 
This month we are showing you an overview of 

the results. We anticipate running some of these 
with instructions in “Learning By Doing” columns. 

Allen Lantz, Newberg, PA
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Winners will receive a gift certificate to a 
hardware store, to purchase tools of choice.

Grand Prize:  $175
1st Place:  $150 
2nd Place: $125 
3rd Place:  $100 

Honorable mentions will receive our North 
American Owls hardcover book. 

Also, a big thank you to those of you who 
submitted your birdhouses to us to give to a widow 
or home. Your gifts are appreciated.

Blake Zimmerman
Shiloh, OH

Travis Sanders
Alturas, CA

Kent Auker
Gettysburg, PA

Decorative 
 Birdhouses
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Ryan Lebold
Millbank, ON

Walter D. Rhodes
Frankfort, OH

Derek Martin
Delano, TN

Birdhouses



K e v i n  a n d  B e t h a n y  t h a n k  y o u  f o r  s h a r i n g  N a t u r e  F r i e n d  w i t h  y o u r  f r i e n d s .

Honorable     
 Mentions 

Where do we stop! There are so many 
choices. A BIG thanks to each of you who 

participated. We are impressed!
See the February 2020 

Study Guide for flower 
bed contest rules.

Esther Jones, Ava, MOShannon Diller, Greencastle, PA

Trevor Heatwole, Rockingham, VA

Jaydon Sensenig, Burns Lake, BC Joshua and Giovanni Zanett, Bigfork, MT

Lyndon Miller, Hawley, TXAaron Weaver, Greenville, PA

Jonas Esh, Myerstown, PA

Torrence L. Mast, Laurellville, OH



“How do you keep
 a wolf from charging? 

Take away his credit card.”
Elizabeth Ciresi, Spostylvania, VA

“Is that the new 
‘Nature Friend’ magazine? 

Mailman...make my day!”
Esabella Polo, State College, PA

“I’m gonna wolf you down!”
Janeva Amstutz, Orrville, OH

Carson Martin, Fortuna, CA

“Let’s play tag. I’m it!”
Kirk Rokey, Brownwood, TX

“Lunch acquirement in 3–2–1–”
Maria DuBois, Brookville, IN

“Who cried ‘Wolf?’”
Jeffrey Burkholder, Owen, WI
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